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Incentive Policies in Brazil

BELA BALASSA*
J.ohns Hopkinis Univ'ersity, Baltimrore

Summary. - Following a review of the policies applied prior to 1973 and their economic et-
fects, this paper provides an appraisal of the measures taken after the oil crisis in the light of the
performance of thie Brazilian economy during this period. The paper further evaluates the 1979
policy reforrns and makes policy recommendations for the future. These would entail increasing
incentives to exports vis-à-vis import substitution, inereasing the application of automatic rules
in the private sector, and improving decision-making in the public sector.

INTRODUCTION On the basis of available ínformnation on tar-
iffs and comparisons of doméstic and foreign

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the prices in cases when the existence of domestic
incentive policies applied in Brazil during the sirnilars limited imports, Bergsman and Malan
period since the oil crisis and the 1974-1975 estimated that in 1966 the average nonminal
world recession and to consider possible future protection of Brazilian manufacturing was 99%
policies. For the sake of a better understanding and effective protection 118 or 155%, depend-
of recent measures, the paper will also review ing on whether the so-called Corden or Balassa
the incentive policies employed during the formulas were used in ttie estimation. In the
period preceding the oil crisis. same year, the nominal and the effective

Section 1 wili provide a brief description of protection of primary production other than
the experience of the import substitutiorn era coffee was slightly above 50% (Balassa and
in Brazil, followed by a review of the policy Associates, 1971, p. 123).
measures introduced in the second half of the In its early stages, import substitution ied to
1960s and an appraisal of their economic rapid increases in domestic production. Growth
effects. in turn, Section 2 will describe the slowed down, however, after 1960 when further
measures taken after the oil crisis, examine the import substitutioni in capital goods and inter-
performance of the Brazilian economy during mediate products encountered increasing diffi-
this period, and evaluate the policies applied. culties. This was largely because of the high
Finally, Section 3 will review the policy reformn capital and technological requirements of these
implemented in January 1979 and consider products and the need for outlets exceeding the
policies that may be employed in the future. size of the domestic market for exploiting econ-

omies of scale. Correspondingly, plants were
often of less than efficient size, or investment
involved building a-head of demand, thus cre-

1. POLICY REFORMS IN THE SECOND ating excess capacity. As a result, the ratio of
HALF OF THIE 1960s net to gross foreign exchange savings declined

(a) The experience of the import * The author is Professor of Political Economny at the
substitution era Johns Flopkins University and Consultant to the World

Bank. However, the paper expresses the author's views
As is well known, until the mid-1 960s Brazil alone and should not be interprete(d to reflect those of

followed a policy oriented towards import sub- the World Bank.
stitution. This policy involved the use of mul- The paper was written following a visit to Brazil
tiple exchange rates; the imposition of higli from 11 to 19 January; the author is indebted to Braz-
tariffs on imports- and the applieation of the ilian government officials, economists, and business-
'Law of Similars' which practically excluded men for heplpful diseussions, He has also benefitediLwor by.the pbih sectr all ascbudei from helpful comments on an earlier draft by Edmar

crs w a b pi Bacha, William Cline, Alexandre Kafka, and by the
vate firms that wished to receive particular World Bank staff, in particular John Holsen and Guy
forms of government assistance, whenever a Pfeffermann. Michel Noel assisted in the preparation
domestic similar existed. of statistical material.
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and the domestie resource cost of saving foreign Ch. 3, Appendix Table 3.2).1 For another thing,

exchange increased. Li 1966, the cost of pro- discriminationl against exports hinidered the

tection in Brazil, including monopoly profits, development of new primary and nmanufactured

was estimated at 9.5% of GNP (Balassa and exports. Correspondingly, between 1960 and

Associates, 1971, p. 82). 1966, the voluime of exports increased by only

At the same time the high :,rotection of 3.8%7o a year ([nternzatiortal Fintancial Statistics,

domestic markets discriminatecl against exports, May 1978).

both by lowering the exchange rate and by The slow growtth of exports, in tumn, increas-

raising the cost of inputs uised in export pro- ingly 'starved' ttie Brazilian economiy of foreign

duction. Bergsman and Malan estimate that, exchar,ge for the purchase of capitai goods and

assurming no change in governinent policies in intermediate inputs. As a result, the share of

regard to coffee, the exchanige rate equivalent iniports in the total utilizatlon of manufactured

of the protective measures applied was 27% in go'ods declined from 10.8%o in 1960 to 7.5%7o in

1966 (Balassa and Associates, 1971, p. 125). 1966; in the sarne period, the ratio of imports

Thus, as a result of the application of protective to GNP fell from 7.1 to 6.15% (Balassa, 1978,

measures, exporters received about one-fourth p. 36).
less in terms of cruzeiros for dollars earned than As Leff (1967) notes, one observes a curmu-

what they would have received in the absence iative process, witb import protection leading

of these measures. to the slow down in export growth that, in

Taking further account of the high cost of turn, necessitated further efforts at imnport sub-

inpu.s into export production, the incentive stitution, requiring higher protection. As higlher

system gave rise to a substantial bias against protection again had adverse effects on exports,

exports. Even assumning fuil drawbacks of duties the process continued further, tontributin, lo a

on imported inputs into export productioni, slowdown in econorniic growth. Growth rates of

exporting would have required firms to operate GNP declined from (i.3^' in thc period 1 053-

with negative value added in 8 out of 2 1 manu- 1960 to 4.1% in 1960- 1966; the corresponding

facturing industries and value added obtainlable figu:es for manufacturing were 10.1 and 4.5%',

in exporting rarely exceecled one-half of value (Balassa, 1978, p. 41). Tliese results are not ma-

added in domnestic sales in the remaining indus- terially affected if we exclude tlie years of cle-

tries (Balassa and Associates, 1971, p. 120). flationary policies, 1965 andi 1966, when the

And, in actual fact, imports receiving duty average growth rate of GNP was 3.8%.

rebates hardly reached 2% of manufactured
exports in i)66 (Ty'er, 1976, p. 215).

Exports were also subject to licensing. Tt was (h) R£ jfãrmning incentive policies after 1966

reported that licenses for primary exports were
often refused for the sake of keeping food Tfle reform of tlhe incentive system carried

prices down (Leff, 1967). And, while licences out largely in the period 1967-1970, had sev-

to export manufactured goods were rarely re- eral facets. First, tax discríimination against the

fused, these were granted on tile condition tiat exports of inanufactured goods was eliminated

at least 70%ó of the value of the product was of and various export subsidies were instituted.

domestic origin (Balassa and Associates, 1971, Second, rates of import protection were re-

p. 1 5). The practical administration of this re- duced and the exchange rates unified. Third,

quirement, as well as tiat of duty rebates, was a inni-devaluations were introduced in the place

deterrent to exports. of intermittenit changes in the exchange rate.

Moreover, until the mnid-1 960s, rebates of Fourth, the real exchange rate (the nominal

indirect taxes were not provided to exporters. exchange rate, adjusted for changes in relative

Thus, exports suffered additional discrimination prices at homne and abroad) was increased dur-

as they did not receive the lax rebates that ing this period. These icasures will he briefly

would have been requirod for tax neutrality considered in the following.

under the destination principle, which involves The profitability of exports was iiiiproved

imposing indirect taxes on imports and rebating first by providing exemiptions from federal in-

themn on exports. direct taxes. Subsequently, exports were

The observed bias of the incentive systemii exempted fromn state indirect taxes, taxes on

against export production led to a slowdown of financial operations, andl the special tax on fuel

exports. For one thing, Brazil was losing market and oil. While these measures aimed at elimin-

shares in its tiaI.tional exports, including cof- ating tax discrimination against exports, from

fee, cocoa, and lumber, with an improvement 1968 o,nwards 'genuine' export subsidies were

shown only for cotton (Balassa et al., 1979, also granted in the form of federal and state
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indirect tax credits, througli exemnpting profits average nominal protection in 1966 (Tyler,
derived in export activities from income taxes, 1 976, p. 239). With the inereasingly liberal im-
and by providing credits to exporters at prefer- plementation of the 'Law of Similars', and the
ential rates. Also, duty drawbacks have been unificationi of exchange rates, the average tariff
generalized. figure inay be taklen to be roughly equivalent to

In making comparisons with the situation the nominial protection of manufactured goods.
existing prior to 1967, the combined effect of It is thus apparent that, as a 7esult of the
all the described measures is relevant, since they granting of export subsidies and the lowering of
all imnproved the profitability of exports. This import protection, cliscrirnination agairist cx-
was estimated to average 45% of the fob value ports decreased lo a considerahle extent dcuring
of manufactured exports in 1971, of which the period under reviewv. Ilowever, discrinmi-
27% were rebates of indirect taxes and l8'. nation against exports was not elininlated as
'genuine' export subsidies. Within the latter 'genuinLe' export subsidies did iiot appreciably
figure, indirect tax credits amnountecl to 1 27, increase abo",ve the 18% average figure estimated
incomne taxexeniptions 2%, duty drawbacks 1 ,o, for 1971 in the 2yr following.
and credit subsidies 3%ó of fob value (Savasini, Exports wcre given further impetus by the
1978, pp. 30-39). introduction of the scheme of 'mini-devalu-

Subsidies to exports were designed to com- ations' in 1968 and the depreciation of the real
pensate for the discrimínation against exports exchange rate. Prior to 1968, the exclange rate
that resulted from the lower exchange rate and had been clhanged at infreqiuent intervals, thus
the higher cost: of do-mestic inputs associated giving rise to large variations in real exchanige
with import protection. This contiasts with the rates and creating unicertainty for exporters as
situation existing in Far Eastern countries, such to the cruzeiro equivaleiu' of their foreign ec'-
as Korea and Taiwan, where import protection change earnings. This disincenitive to exports
rates were lower and exporters were operating largely disappearcd as devaluationis \vere undler-
virtualiy under a free trade regime, with only taken in smnall steps at freqeait intervals, averag-
small additional subsidies provided. The con- ing approxiníately one month. At the sarne
trast is explained by the fact that Brazil estab- time, the real exchange rate was increased by
lished relatively high-cost industries producing devaluing to a greater extenLt Lhan chaniges in
inputs for exports that was not the case in relative prices Nvould have required.
Korea and Taiwan (Balassa, 1978, pp. 27-30). Finally, exports and economic activities in
Also, in contradistinction with the latter two general benefited from imnprovements in rnonet-
countries, export subsidy rates exhibited con- ary arrangements that began in the mid-1960s,
siderable variation in Brazil. The ratio of 'genu- An important factor conitribluting to increases
ine' export subsidies to the fob value of ex- in domiiestic savings and investment was the
ports ranged from 8% on1 wood products to irndexing of financial olligaltions fiat gave rise
37% on apparel and footwear (Savasni, 1978, to positive real interest rates averaging 5%'0 on
pp. 30-39). Treasury bonds (Lemgruber, 1977, pp. 417-

Export subsidies were limited to maniufac- 418). Forced savings in the form of payroll
tured goods anci some minerals in Brazil. How- reductions, channelled through the Housing
ever, the manufactured goo(ds category was de- Bank, also added to total savings while raising
fined to include processed foods such as meat the prices of public enterprises increased the
and sugar; also, some agricultural products sucli availability of savings to the private sector by
as soybeans and livestock benefited from pro- redtucing the public-sector deficit. Indexing,
motionial measures. Furthermiiore, with the together with Lhe establisliment of new financial
lowering of import protection on manufac- institutions, also improved the structure of
tured go, !s, discriiiinatioii against the agri- financial internied;ation in Brazil and increased
cultural sector decreased and licences for agri- the efficiency of chalinniCilling savings iinto invest-
cultural exports were given practically without ment. Another factor contributitng to increased
iimitation. investment activity was the more favourable

Parallel witlh tle granting of export sub- treatment accorded to the inflow of foreign
silies, the protection of imiports was re(luced. capital.
Tariffs on manufactured goods were lowered by
about one-half in early 196?, and while Lariffs
were increased again in 1 968, further tariff re- (c) Incentives atid econoirzic performiance
ductions took place in the following years. In
1973, the ave,;;gc tarlff on manufactured goods Brazil had an outstanding growth perform-
was estimated at 57% as cenípare! to tLhe 99% ance in the period 1966-1973. To begin with,
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the volume of total exports grew at an average share nearly doubled between 1966 and 1973,
annual rate of 10.2% during this period (Inter- reacling 8.6% in the latter year. At the same
national Financial Statistics, May 1978), With time, the importance of exports in Brazil's in-
the volume of traditional primary exports dustrial sector increased to a considerable ex-
(coffee. cocoa, timber, and cotton) rising 0.5% tent, with the share of exports in manufactured
a year, export expansion was concentrated in output rising frorn 1.3°,o in 1966 to 4.4% in
non-tra,litional primary and mnanufactured 1973 (Balassa et al., 1979). In the same period,
products. Between 1966 and 1 973, the volume the ratio of total exports to GNP increased
of iion-traditionial primary and manufactured from 6.0% in 1966 to 7.7% in 1973.
exports grew at an average annual rate of 1 8.0%. The rapid expansion of exports, together
As a result, the share of these corninodities in with improvements in the terms of trade, led
Brazil's total exports rose from 43.6% in 1966 to a substantial rise in Brazil's import capacity.
to 73.7% in. 1973 (Balassa et al., 1979, Ch. 3). Thus, as the volume of exports rose at a rate of

In the absence of the relevant price data, a 10.2% a year and the improvemnent of termns of
fturther disaggregation of non-traditional ex- trade averaged 2.4% a year, Brazil's import ca-
ports is possible only in. value terms. The results pacity increased at an average annual rate of
show non-traditional primary exports rising at 12.8% between 1966 and 1973. With the inflow
an average annual rate of 26.8%, and manu- of foreign capital, the rate of gi-owth of import
factured exports growino at a rate of 38.5%, volume was even higher, averaging 18.2% be-
between 1966 and 1973. These results com- tween 1966 and 1973, whereas the value of im-
pare favourably with results for most other ports grew 24.5% a year. As a result, the shlare
developing cotintries. of imports in Brazilian GNP rcse from 5.2% in

Among 11 semi-industrial developing couni- 1966 to 8.7% in 1973; in the manulfacturing
tries,2  Brazil's export perfornmance in non- sector, the corresponding ratios are 7.5 and
traditional primary products was exceeded 13.0% (Balassa et al., 1979, and International
solely by Korea (35.5%,), and its rate of growth Financial Statistics, May 1978).
of manufactured exports was surpassed only by Jncreases in the inflow of foreign capital are
Korea (50.0%), Taiwan (47.0%), and Singapore ir'dicated by the rise in ti- ratio of foreign
(42.0%). At the same time, Brazil exceeded the savíngs to gross domnestic ilvestment froni 0.4%
average rate of growth of exports for the 11 in 1966 to 7.7% in 1973. During the same
countries that was 13.0% for non-traditional period, the share of domestic savings in the
primary products and 27.1% for manufactured gross domestic product increased from 22.2
goods between 1966 and 1973 (Balassa, 1978, to 25.4%. With increases in domestic and in
p. 35).3 In turn, according to UN statistics, the foreign savings, the share of gross domestic
manufactured exports frorn all developing investnieiit in GNP rose from 22.3% in 1966
countries, taken together, rose at an average to 27.5% in 1973 (Conjuntura Econômnica,
annual rate of 27.3% during the sarne period. October 1978).

Growth rates are a mnisleading indicator of Rapid export expansion, the increased avail-
export performance if absolute values at the ability of foreign exchange, and the rise in the
beginning of the period are small. This was share of investmnent in GNP all contributed to
not the case in Brazil as far as non-traditional economic growth in Brazil between 1966 and
primary exports are concerned. Brazil's non- 1973. During this period, the gross national
traditional primary exports amounted to $634 product increased at an average annual rate of
million in 1966, execccling that of any other 10.1 %, with,agricultural production rising 5.3%
seni-indlustrial (leveloping country and account- and manufacturing production 11.7% a year
ing for 22.6% of the combined exports of these (Conjuntura Econômica, 1978). Among the 1 1
products by the eleven countries. By 1973, semi-industrial developing countries utider con-
non-traditional primary exports weie $6.2 sideration, Brazil had the best performance in
billion in Brazil, with sugar, soybeans, and ani- agriculture while it was surpassed by Taiwan
mal feeding stuffs each accotoiiting for about (22.0%), Korea (21.0%) and Singapore (1 5.0%)
one-half of one billion and imeat exports for with regard to the growth of manufacturing
nearly one-third of one billion dollars. production, and by Singapore (12.2%), Korea

In turn, Brazil provided only 4.4%ó of the (10.7%) and Taiwan (10.7%) with regard to
manufactured exports of tL.e 11 serni-industrial the growth of GNP (Balassa, 1978, p. 41).
developing countries in 1966. With a ten-fold This, by now 'conventional', view of the
increase in Brazil's manufactured exports as influences affecting Brazil's economic growth
compared to a five-fold rise for the semi-indus- performance, often called the Brazilian 'econ-
trial developing countries, taken together, this omic miracle', came aInder criticisnm in recenlt
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years. Edmar Bacha put forward the prop- over, increased outward orientation contributed
osition that 'the 1968-1974 economic boom to higher capacity utilization while, as noted
conforms to the cyclical growth pattern of the above, iinport-substitution orientation leads to
Brazilian economy in the post-war period. excess capacity by building ahead of dclmlalnd
There is no `'economic miracle" to be explained under the constraints of the domnestic market.
despite nearly 7 years of unprecedented pros- However, higher capacity utilization wilI
perity in the period' (1977, p. 47-48). Also, account for a relatively small part of the giowth
Malan and Bonelli 'have attempted to shiow that of the Brazilian economny. Data publislied by
the economic boom Brazil experienced from the Vargas Foundation show that the average
1968 to 1973 was due to a rather special con- extent of capacity utilization in rnanufacturing
junction of a cyclical upswing with roots in past increased only froni 83 in tlhe third quarter
deveiopments (such as the earlier boom of the 1968 to 90 in 1973 (Table 1). This change is
late 1950s), with an extremely favourable - rather small compared with the approximate
and elusively temporary - international situ- doubling of the capital stock in the manufac-
ation with respect to both commodity trade turing sector (Malan and Bonelli, 1977, p. 29).
and capital movements' (1977, p. 35).4 At the saime time, increased investmnent was

The claims made by Bacha and by Malan and encouraged, on the supply side, by induce-
Bonelli as to the cyclical riature of the Brazilian ments to the inflow of foreign capital and to
boom during the period under consideration is domestic savings and, on the delmlanid side, by
based on a comparison of potential and actual the measures of export promotion applied.
output in the manufacturing sector. Potential Improved incentives also contributed to the ex-
output was derived on the assumnption of con- cellent perforsnance of the agricultural sector
stant incremental capital-output ratios, utiliz- where we cannot speak of excess capacity in
ing ratios pertaining to the years 1966 an(' 1966.
1972, respectively (Suzigan et al., 1974, and Reference is further made to available evi-
Bonelli, 1975). dence on the imipact which export incentives

The method arplied is open to various ob- in the fornm of increases in the real exchange
jections, however To begin with, there may he rate for. and subsidies to, exports had o tLhe
an underlying trend in incrernental capital- growth of exports. An export elasticity of 1 .
output ratios due to technological change. In with respect to the real exchange rate, adjusted
the presence of such a trend, potential output for export subsidies, has been obtained for
for the end of the period would be underesti- nianufactured exports by Carvalho and Hadídad
mated, and the increment in output resulting for the period 1955--1974, using annual clata
from increased capacity utilization overesti- (1978, p. 131). Il turn, Tyler has estimatecd
mated. Furtherinore, the method applied elasticities of 1.4 and 2.4 with respect to tLhe
neglects the effects of policy changes on in- real exchange rate and export subsidies, taken
cremental capital-output ratios. Yet, inter- separately, for manufactured exports during the
national comparisons show that these ratios period 1963-1972, using quarterly data and a
differ to a considerable extent depending on one-period lag in the estimation (1976, p. 262).
the policies followed. Thus, in the 1 960-1973 Table 1. Brazil: Vargas Foundatioi capacity
period, incremental capital-output ratLios were ..tilizatioi indexes for ianufacturitig industry
in the 1.7-2.5 range in Korea, Singapore and 1968 -1978
Taiwan, countries that followed outward-
oriented policies, while these ratios were 5.5 in First Second Third Futrth
Chile and 5.7 in India which persisted in apply- Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
ing an inward-oriented strategy (Balassa, 1978, 1968 n.a. - I- . 0.83 n-a.
P. 45). 1969 0.85 0.83 0.86 0.86

It may be assumed, then, that the increased 1970 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.86
outward orientation of the Brazilian economy 1971 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.87
contributed to the decline in Brazil's incremen- 1972 0.86 0.87 0.89 0.89
tal capital-output ratio from 3.8 in 1960-- 1973 0.90 0.90 0.90 0.90
1966 to 2.1 in 1966-1973 (Balassa, 1978, 1974 0.89 0.89 0.87 0.87
p. 45). This conclusion is strengthened if we 1975 0.87 C.87 0.87 0.87
consider that in 1 970 direct plus indirect labour 1976 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.87
requirements were 78%o higher for value added 1977 0.86 n.a. 0.82 0.82
in the production of manufactu,red exports 1978 0.85 0.83 0.85 0.82
than for import-competing goods in Brazil 1979 0.84
(Carvalho and Haddad, 1 978, Table I 1). More- Sourcc: Cotjuntuara Econômica, various issues.
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Additional evidencc on the effects of export exports, too, varied to a considerable extent
subsidization is provided by Pinto in a cross- from industry to industry, there were substan-
section framework. Relating data for 1971 to tial differences in the inter-industry structure
data for 1 966 (i.e. before export subsidies were of incentives, and liemce in the domestic re-
introduced) in an 1 8-industry framnework, Pinto source costs of saving or earning foreign ex-
has found that export perforniance is positively change. As noted in the followíng section, these
correlated with export subsidies expressed as a differences increased further after 1973.
proportion of value added and negatively corre-
lated with initial export-output ratios (1979,
Ch. 5)- 2. POLICY RE(ACTIONS TO TH'lE O1L

Further questions arise concerning the claim CRISIS AND TO TI-IE WORLD RECES SION
put forward by Malan and Bonelli that the
favourable international environmnent benefited (a) Polic goals and instruments
the Brazilian economy or, as they expressed it,
'Ognun sa Navigare a Buon Vento' (1977, Just like other oil-in.sporting countries, Brazil
p. 21). In this connection, the authors referred was affected to a considerable extent by the
to the high rate of economic growth in the de- quadrupling of oil prices and by the subsequent
veloped countries as well as to the availability of world recession. For one thiig, the dollar price
foreign capital during the 1966-1973 period. of Brazil's imports rose by 54% bet\vecn 1973

Available data show, however, that the and 1974 while export prices increased by only
period under consideratien was not exceptional 26% (Conjuntutltra Econôtmica, November 1978),
as far as the growth of developed economnies is resulting in a 1 8% deterioration of the terinjs of
concerned. Thus, the combined GNP of tlhe trade, which moce than offset the improvement
OECD member countries increased at an aver- experienicc(c duriing lthe entíre 1 966 1 973
age annual rate of 4.6% between 1966 and perioci. For anotlher thing, GATT reports that,
1973 as compare(i to a growth rate of 5.3% in as a result of Lhe. world recession, tLhc volume of
the period 1960 - 1 966 (National Accouints of woorld trade in 1975 was at tlhe samne levei as in
OECD Coun?tries, various issues). .t tlhe sarne 1973 (Ifnterniational Trade, 1977/78).
time, as we have seen, Brazilian export perform- Both of thlesc factors contributed to tLhe de-
ance was v,ery different in the two periods as terioration of the balance of trade in Brazíl. As
Brazil nearly doubled its share in the combined noted by the former Minister of Planning, Joao
exports of mnanufactured goods by the 11 semi- Paulo dos Reis Velloso, in this situation 'one of
industrial countries between 1966 and 1973. the alternatives was to follow the road of tLhe

Questions arise also concerning the validity levelolped countries: to attempt to resolve the
of the assertion that the availability of foreign problem of the balance of trade through a re-
capital wotuld have appreciably changed be- cession, which would bring a substantial re-
tween 1960-1966 and 1966-1973. Whiie the duction in imports' (1978, p. 115). Velloso
Eurodollar mnarket expanded at a rapid r~te, adds that tLhe government rejected this alte;na-
one does not observe a tendency for acceler- tive as being 'inappropriate' and 'inefficient'
ation in foreign direct investment in the devel- (1978, p. 115). Rather, it is said to have chosen
oping countries. Rather, the improved climnate a 'Brazilian alternative', involving a moderate
for foreign capital as well as increased profit- deceleration of economic growth, together
ability in a more open economny, were the fac- with imeasures aimed at limiting imports, pro-
tors '.liat appuaretly inducecl increased foreign mnoting diversified exports, and rediuciiig oil
investment in Brazil. lt shoukl be added that consumption.
similar changes in foreign investmnent were not The objective of a moderate deceleration of
observed in most developing countries and no econornic growth has not bcen consistently
other Latin Ainerican country riatched Brazil's followed cluring the lpcriod since the oil crisis,
growth perforimance. however. Rather, considerationis of ciu plot meu

At the same time, it should be enpliasized and inflation, respectively, together with politi-
that export subsidization in Brazil involved cal expediency, have led to the application of
superimposing a systemn of export incenitivcs on policies w.hich to a considerable extent hacl a
the systemn of import protection. Although pro- stop-and-go character.
tection rates were reduced during the pe7iod To begin withl, the substantial loss of foreign
under review, import protectíon continued at exchange reserves, coupled with the uncer-
relatively high levels and with large dispersion, tainties associated with the installation of tlhe
necessitating the use of subsidies to offset their new governmeent, resulted in a relatively restrie-
adverse effects on exports. Since subsicdíes to tive monetary and fiscal policy stance in 1974.
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Table 2. M,.ney siupply, government revenue and expenditure,
and the ft;nancing of the govwerntent deficit (surplus)

(millions of cruzeiros)

Wholesale price index
Governinent (1973 = 100)

Money supply Covernment Government deficit (-)
(end of period) revenue expenditure or surplus (+) Ali goods Indtu gial goods

19',2 62,890 37,738 38,254 -5i6 86 87
Q1 48,440 7688 6238 1450 81 82
Q2 53,840 9564 9360 204 83 85
Q3 57,330 9178 8796 382 88 88
Q4 62,890 11,308 13,860 -2552 91 91

1973 93,780 52,863 52,568 295 100 100
Q3 65,660 11,259 9840 1419 94 95
Q2 77,480 12,134 12,220 -86 98 98
Q3 83,450 13,179 13,124 55 102 101
Q4 93,780 16,291 17,384 -1093 105 106

1974 125,330 76,810 72,928 3882 129 129
Q1 97,750 14,394 11,243 3151 114 114
Q2 103,700 18,531 16,784 1747 129 127
Q3 107,770 19,630 19,185 445 134 134
Q4 125,330 24,255 25,717 -1462 141 143

1975 174,510 95,446 95,373 73 164 167
Q1 119,680 18,810 18,427 383 149 152
Q2 137,440 23,807 22,437 1370 156 161
Q3 147,690 23,737 25,604 -1867 170 171
Q4 174,510 29,092 28,905 187 183 184

1976 241,710 166,220 165,797 423 236 227
Q1 168,260 31,886 32,106 -220 200 199
Q2 196,680 39,959 41,755 -1796 221 215
Q3 201,270 42,025 38,592 3433 25 b 238
Q4 241,710 52,350 53,344 -994 271 256

1977 330,290 242,893 241,850 1043 336 316
Ql 230,140 53,775 46,288 7487 297 281
Q2 268,900 57,751 63,380 -5629 333 307
Q3 285,320 55,849 56,546 303 345 328
Q4 330,290 74,51 8 75,636 -1118 367 349

1978 465,620 349,218 344,346 4872 462 428
Q1 326,050 76,885 68,520 8365 399 377
Q2 368,450 83,339 83,729 -390 442 407
Q3 391,320 80,215 86,038 -5823 481 442
Q4 465,620 108,779 106,059 2720 524 486

Source: Money supply: International Monetary Fund Data Bank (revised figures).
All other data: Internatiotnal Financial Statistics and Conjuntura Econômica , various issues.

End-year figures show that the money supply activity. Bacha reports that the growth rate of
rose by only 33.6ó in that year as compared to the industrial consumption of electricity in the
49.1% in 1973. And, while government expen- Rio de Janeiro-Saõ Paulo region fell from
ditures increased at about the same rate (38%o) 16.6% in the first quarter of 1974 to 14.7,
as in 1973, a deceleration is shown if adjust- 11.0, and 4.0% in the second, third and fourth
ment is made for the rate of inflation. Follow- quarters over the year-earlier quarters (1978,
ing an increase of 16.8% in 1973, the wholesale p. 34). Nevertheless, the slowdown in the
price index zose by 29.2% in 1974, largely re- growth of monetary and fiscal aggregates con-
flecting the effects of the quadrupling of oil tinued in the first two quarters of 1975, with
prices and the delayed price increases following the money supply rising less than seasonally
the easing of price coiitrols iniposed in 1973 (9.7%) and government expenditures declining
(Table 2).5 more than seasonally (12.8%).

The deceleration in the expansion of the real In the aftermath of the strong showing of
money supply and of government expendi- the Opposition party in the November 1974
tures contributed to a slowdown in industrial Senatorial elections and in response to the
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further slowdown in the industrial consumption the currencies of Brazil's main tradiing partners.
of electricity in the Rio de Janeiro - Saõ Paulo A divergence betwecn the two is shown only
region (1.3% in the first quarter of 1975) and from late 1977, when tlle dlevaluationi of tlhe
the poor harvest prospects, expansionary US dollar exceeded changes in relative prices
mneasures were taken in mid-1975. Between the i,is-à-vis other major currenlcies, so that the
second quarter of 1975 and the second quarter cruzeiro appreciated in real terms against the
of 1976, the money supply increased by 43.1% US dollar while depreciating against other
and goverlnment expenditures rose by 86.1%, major currencies. Thtus, on a 1973 basis, tLhe
turning the budget surplus into a deficit. 6  index of the real exchange rate vis-à-vis the US

Both industrial activity and prices responded dollar was 105.3 in 1975, 98.8 in 1977, and
to the expansionary measures. In particular, 99.3 in 1978, while the average index vis-à-vis

after a slight decline in the rate of inflation as Brazil's trading partners was 106.0 in 1975,
measured by the wholesale price índex to 100.6 in 1977, and 102.4 in 1978.
27.2% in 1975, this rate rose to 43.4cX, between Different conclusions are reaclied if we use
1 975 and 1976. In rcspoiise to thc accelerationi the wholesale price index for industrial goods
of inflation, a more restrictive policy stance instea(d. We then find tlhat tLhe index of the real
was again adopted towards the end of 1976. exchange rate in Brazil continued to rise vis-à-
Between the fourth quarter of 1976 and the vis both the US dollar and the currencies of
fourth quarter of 1977, the money supply in- Brazil's trading partners, throughout tlhe period.
creased by 36.6% and government expenditure Trle relevant inclex nurnbers for 1978 are 1 14.2
by 41.8%. Available data point to the continu- and 114.0 in the two cases, rcsp, cti%,Cly, again
ation of this tentdency in 197S, with the moiney on a 1973 basis.
supply and government expeINdiltiLs ruaim- The differences in the results are explained
tained approximately uii;Iiangedl in real terms. by the dlifferential behaviour of inidustrial and

Monetary and fiscal policies influence thc ugi,icuiillíal prices in brazil. Tlhe di-ergence be-
trade balance indirectly, through their effects on tween the two indices began in 1976 and con-
economnic activity. The trade balance is further tinued thercafter. In the year 1978, the whole-
affected by changes in the real exchange rate sale price index for indlustLial produLcts stoodl at
and by direct measures on exports antd imports. 428; tliat for agricuiltural goods at 542; anc tLhat
With the quadrupling of oíl prices and reduced for all commodities at 462, on a 1973 basis
foreign import demanid during the 1974 1975 (Conjuntura Económicua, May 1979). The dif-

world recession, a 'maxi-devaluation' appeared ferential behaviour of agricultural prices is
to be in store for Brazil. This alternative was, largely explainied by the eight-fold increase in
however, rejected by the government, largely on thc prices of agricultural exports, fruits and
the grounds that it would exacerbate inflation- vegetables, and roots and tubers between 1973
ary pressures, increase the domestic currency and 1978.
equivalent of foreign debt, and undermine tlhe in evaluating the relative importance of
confidence of foreign investors. Rather, the changes in real exchlange rates in terms of indus-
government chose to continue with the system trial prices, reference shoLuld be made to the
of 'mini-devaluations'. In this connection, one fact that tLhe share of manufacttured products in
needs to consider changes in the real exchange Brazil's total exports increased froni 20% in
rate that have occurred as a result of continued 1 973 to 25% in 1977 while the iniport share of
mini-devaluations. these oroducts declined from 65 to 52%. An

Estimated changes in the real exchange rato additional consideration is tLhat for two of
will depend on the choice of the price index, Brazil's major agricultural export products
Two calculations have been made in the present (coffee and su;'bcali), accouinting for 30% of
study: one including, and the otLhr excluding, total exports in both 1973 anid 1977, the catis-
agricultural products in the wholesale price ation goes from exports to prices rathler than
index. Table 3 presents estimates on clianges in vice versa, since thle poor lharvest in B3razil con-
the real exclianlge rate vis-à-vis the United States tributed to higlier prices oin the world market.
as well as vis-à-vis Brazil's niain trading partners The depreciation of the cruzeiro in terms of
under both alternatives. industrial prices was accompanied by the ap-

Using the wholesale price index for all com- plication of a variety of measures aimed at lim-
modities, we find that the real exchange rate iting imports and promnoting exports in Brazil.
depreciated between 1973 and 1975 but re- These will be briefly dlescribed in the following.
turned to approximately the 1973 level by mid- On the import side, a combination of higher
1977, irrespective of whether comparisons are tariffs, advance deposit re(quiireieniits, (luaniti-
made with the US dollar or with an average of tative restrictions, and import-sul)stittitiing in-



Table 3. Real exchange rates in Brazil, 1970-1978

Index of relative prices Index of relative prices Index of the real exchange rate vis-â-vis
Exchange rate Index of vis-â-vis vis-â-vis the currencies of

Period Cruzeiro/dollar column A the United States Brazil's trading partners the US doilar Brazil's trading partners
A B C D E F

Total Indust. Total Indust. Total Indust. rotallndust.

1970 4.494 73.3 73.5 73.3 79.7 81.2 99.8 100.1 92.0 90.3
1971 5.304 86.5 85.4 83.0 91.9 90.9 104.4 104.2 94.2 95.2
1972 5.9ó0 97.2 97.4 93.1 100.6 98.0 99.9 104.4 96,7 99.3
1973 6.128 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
1974 6.843 111.7 109.0 105.9 106.6 106.9 102.5 105.5 104.8 104.4
1975 8.204 133.9 127.1 122.9 126.3 125.5 105.3 109.0 106.0 106.7
1976 10.770 175.7 173.8 157.7 173.1 162.3 101.1 111.4 101.6 108.2 e
1977 14.144 230.7 233.7 205.3 229.6 218.8 98.8 112.4 100.6 195.4 z

Q1 12.721 207.6 211.5 186.9 206.9 193.2 98.2 111.1 100.4 107.5
Q2 13.699 223.5 231.3 200.7 224.4 207.2 96.6 1113 99.6 107.9
Q3 14.680 239.5 239.4 210.9 238.4 217.0 100.1 113.6 100.6 110.4 1sf
Q4 15.476 252.5 251.3 221.7 248.1 225.7 100.5 113.9 101.8 111.8 O

1978 18.070 294.9 296.9 258.3 288.0 258.6 99.3 114.2 1(i2.4 114.0
Q1 1ó.388 267.4 266.3 233.6 260.3 236.0 100.4 114.5 102.7 113.3
Q2 17.406 284.0 286.4 247.7 280.0 250.4 99.2 114.7 101.4 113.4
Q3 18.590 303.3 307.0 264.9 295.0 263.9 98.7 114.5 102.8 114.9
Q4 19.895 324.7 326.6 285.8 312.0 282.0 99.4 113.6 104.1 115.1

Total N
The calculations were made by utilizing the wholesale price index for all commodities.

Sources: 1970-1977, Willian R. Cline, 'World inflation and the Brazilian economy' in Worldwide Inflation and the Developing Countries (Washington, D.C.: The
Brookings Institution, 1979) (in preparation).

Quarterly data for 1977 and 1978 - Conjuntura Econômica and Intemational Financial Statistics.
Industrial

The calculations were made by utilizing the wholesale price index for industrial goods only.
Sources: Conjuntura Econômica, International Financial Statistics, and national statistical sources.
Note: The calculations pertain to Brazil's seven principal trading partners among the developed countries (the United States, France, Germany, Italy, the Nether-

lands, the United Kingdoin and Japan). For the remaining countrles, mostly located in Latin America, the US indices have been applied. Price indices have
been weighted by the sum of exports and imports combined, in total trade and in manufactured trade, respectively, ir, the year 1972.

o
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vestments were used (Munhoz, 1976). To begin behind tlhe rate of injlation. Also, the govern-

with, tariffs were increased by 100 percentage mient required that alcclol made chiefly from
points for 1200 items that had taríff rates of suigar cane be mixed inío all gasoline; it insti-

between 50 and 105% and were raised by 30 tutod a progranmme ainmcd at increasinlg the
percentage points for 800 itemns that had tariff domestic productioni of alcohol thrce-fold by

rates between 40 and 85%. Also, a 100% one- 1980; and it permitted exploration by foreign
year deposit was instituted for alpproxirnately oil comnpanies.
one-third of imports, representing a diuty equiv- On the export side, credit li,nits for manu-

alent of about 50% at existing interest rates. factured exports wcre raised and tlhe aeceler-
At the same time, the importation of about ation of intlationi incrcased thc value of credit
300 'superfluous' items was prohibited, and incentives. The value of duty dira%vbacks also
the 'Law of Similars' came to be applied in a increased as imports under the drawback
much more restrictive way in the private scheme were not subject to advance deposit
sector. Finally, limitations were irnposed on requirements. Finally, undier the so-called
importation by the goveriiment and by public BEFIEX prograiume, addlitioiial subsidies were
enterprises tliat liad to prepare annual plans provided in the form iof the duty-free entry of

providing for import reductions. maclhinery and of imported illpUts usedl in pro-
It was further envisaged to reduce imports dluction for domestic markets to firms that

through the increased domestic production of undertook long-term export commitmeints.
intermediate products anrd capital goods. The The measures applied to Linit imports and
Second National Development Plan (1975- to promnote exports did not suffice, however,
1979) called for large ínvestments in pulp and to re-establish equilibrium in the lbalance of
paper, petrochemiícals, fertilizers, steel and non- trade foilowing the oil crisis aned the worl.d re-

ferrous metals, with the objective to reach - or cession. In order to avoid equilibratinrg tlie trade
to approach --- leveis of self-sufficiency by tlie balaníce thlouglh stubstantial reductions in rates
terminal year of the plan, 1979. In turn, capital of econoiiiic growth, titei, Braiil ha(d to have
goods industries were promoted by . conibi- recourse to foreign capital to finance its current
nation of import restrictions, fiscal incenltives, account deficit. This cleficit rose froml $1.7
and credit preferences. billiori in 1973 to $7,1 bi11ion in 1974, it was

Several measures were instituted to limit $6.7 billion in 1975. and $6.0 biilion in 1976.
oil imports. The quadrupling of oil prices was And, the subsequent decline of this figure to

immediately reflected in the price of gasoline $4.0 billion in 1977 was followed by an increase

although price increases subsequently fell to $5,7 billion in 1978 (Table 4).

Table 4. Brazil's balance of pa),r?eltts and debt obligtions
($ fliliOll)

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

lmports(fob) 6192 12,641 12,210 12,383 12,023 13,639

Exports (fob) 6199 7951 8669 10,128 12,120 12,650

Trade balance (A) 7 ---4690 -3540 -2254 96 -988

Non-factorservices(B) -988 1517 -1393 -1423 -1309 -- 1403

Resource gap (C = A + B) ---981 - 6207 --4933 -3678 -1212 --2391

Factor services (D) --734 ---916 -- 1768 -2339 -- 2825 --3420

Unilateral transfers (E) 27 1 2 4 - 76

Current account balance (F-C + D + E) -- 1688 --7122 -- 6700 -6013 ---4037 -5735

Debt-service 2260 2572 3683 4829 6230 7868

of which, amnortization 1746 1920 2185 3020 4127 5368

interest 514 652 1498 1809 2103 2500

Year-end values

Foreign direct investmnent 4580 6030 7300 9005 11,228 n.a.
Foreigndebt 12,572 17,766 11,170 25,985 32,000 41,000

Foreign exchange reserves 6416 5273 4035 6542 7257 11,742

Sources: Mario Henrique Simonsen, International payments and ?oreign indebtedness', paper deiivered before
the Center of Brazilian Studics, Johns Hopkins University, Wushingn, D.C. (27 September 1978);

and Central Bank of Brazil.

Note: Foreign exc'hange reserves are year-end values.
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(b) Thle Brazilian economnie record, direct investment in Brazil increased from $4.6
1973-1978 billion to $11.2 billion. Correspondingly, the

debt-service ratio on public and private debt
Although it did not attain the growth rates (amortization plus interest paymnents expressed

of the preceding 7 yr, Brazil experienced rapicd as a proportion of export earnings) rose from
economic growth in the period following the 35.3% in 1973 to 50.7% in 1977.
oil crisis. Between 1973 and 1977, Brazilian At the same time, with reductionis in the
GNP rose at an average annual rate of 6.8% deficit in trade and in various service items as
(Conjuntura Econômica, October 1978).7 This against rising interest and diviclend paymnents,
compares favourably witli other Latin Amer- the relative importance of the resource gap and
ican semi-industrial developing countries whose of net paymenits for factor services 8 changed
growth rates, according to World Bank esti- to a considerable extent, with the former de-
mates were: Argentina, 0.8%; Chile, -0.4%, clining from $6.2 billion in 1974 to $1.2 billion
Mexico, 3.4%; and Colombia, 4.8%. Brazil also in 1977 and the latter increasing from $0.9 to
surpassed the economic growth iates of several $2.8 billion. But, due to a variety of factors,
other developing semi-industrial countries including the poor agricultural harvest, tlhe re-
(Israel, 2.0%; India, 3.9%; Taiwan, 5.7%; and surgence of economic activity, and the deterio-
Singapore, 6.4%) while falling behind Korea ration of the terms of trade, the resource gap
(10.3%) and Yugoslavia (7.0%7o). Brazil's growtli increaseci again to $2.4 billion in 1978 while
performance is put into even more favourable the deficit on the factor service balance reached
light if comparison is made with the OECD $3.4 billion, resulting in a current account
countries, whose GNP growth rates averaged deficit of $5.7 billion.
2.1% a year between 1973 and 1977 (OECD, During the 1973-1978 period, taken as a
Economic Outlook, various issues). whole, the volume of merchandise exports in-

Agriculture as well as industry participated creased at an average annual rate of 5.2% in
in the expansion, with average annual rates of Brazil wlhereas imnports rose 2.5% a year, In the
growth of 5.7 and 7.5%, respectively, between sarne period, average cxport prices incrcased
1973 and 1977. At the sarne time, in response 10.0%, and imrport prices 8.8%, a year. It ap-
to the policies followed, there were consider- pears, then that Brazil has regained the terms-
able year-to-year variations in the growth rate of-trade loss it suffered in 1973, althougll it
of industrial output. The relevant figures are experienced a decline in export prices between
9.9% in 1974, 6.3% in 1975, 10.7% in 1976, 1977 and 1978.9
and 3.9% in 1977 (Conjuntura Econômica, With coffee exports declining, the voluimle of
October 1978). non-coffee exports grew substantially more

The growth of industrial production acceler- tliani the overall total, averaging Y.5% a year be-
ated again in 1978. According to preliminarv tween 1973 and 1978. Within non-coffee ex-
figures reported by the Ministry of Planning, ports, average growtli rates of export volume
the increase was 8.6% as compared to a decline were 4.5% for minerals and 12.1% for mnanufac-
of 1.8% in agricultural production that was tured goods including processed food while a
adversely affected by unfavourable weather decline of 6.7% a year is shown for unprocessed
conditions. In the same year, GNP is estimated products other than minerals (Conjuntura
to have increased by 6.3% in Brazil. Econômica, May 1 979).

As noted above, maintaining ligh rates of Further interest attaches to comparing th
economic growth necessitated large capital in- growth of thc manufactureci exports of Br,,z
flows after 1973. Following an 'quilibrium in with that of other developing countries. Lx-
the balance of trade and a current account cluding processed food, the dollar value of
deficit of $1.7 billion in that year, Brazil in- Brazil's mnanufactured exports rose at an aver-
curred a trade deficit of $4.7 billion and a age annual rate of 26% betwecn 1973 and 1977,
current account deficit of $7.1 billion in 1974. exceeding the 20% growth rate for all develop-
The latter was financed in large part by the in- ing countries, taken together, by a considerable
flow of foreign capital ($6.0 billion): the re- margin (Balassa, 19 79 ).10 At the same time,
mainder was provided by drawing down foreign amiiong the four major Far Eastern exporters,
exchange reserves (Table 4). Brazil's export perforrpnnce was surpassed only

With the continued inflow of foreign capital, by Korea whose manufactured exports rose at
albeit at a reduced rate, Brazil's foreign debt an average annual rate of 30% between 1973
(public and private) increased from $12.6 and 1977; the corresponding figures are 22%
billion at the end of 1973 to $32.0 billion at for TaiA :n, 2 1% for Singapore, and 18% for
the end of 1977, whereas the stock of foreign Hong Kong.
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The volume of Brazil's imports increased by These factors contributed to the result that
30% between 1973 and 1977 as compared to a capital goods imports remained practically
4 i% rise in GNP. While these figures indicate a unchanged between 1973 and 1978, although
decline in the income elasticity of import de- import substitution in machinery also influ-
mand from 1.6 in 1966-1973, the comparisons enced the outcome. In turn, the importation
are misleading, in part because of the operation of raw materials and intermediate products,
of non-recurrent factors and in part because of risinig 4.4% a year in volume terms, was affected
the differential behaviour of gross fixed dom- by the decumulation of inventories following
estic investment, capacity utilization, and precautionary bulying in 1973.
inventory and accumulation between the two While estimates of inventory changes are not
periods. availabie for recent years, it may be surmised

As noted in Section 1, the 1966-1973 that adjusting for inventory changes would
period followed a period of 6 yr during which result in a rate of import growth of material
the Brazilian economy was 'starved' of imports. inputs for domestic transformation comparable
Notwithstanding a 27% increase of GNP, the to that of GNP." Thus, questions arise about
volume of imports declined by 5% between the validitv of off-.cial claims as regards the
1960 and 1966 - a situation that was not sus- mdgnitude of import savings resulting from the
tainable (Balassa, 1978, p. 41 ;andInternational implementation of the plan for the increased
Financial Statistics, May 1978). The rapid rise production of intermediate goods in Brazil.
of imports between 1966 and 1973, then, in The officia, iigures calculate import savings in
part, provided for pent-up imnport demand. The gross terms, thus excluding the increased im-
liberalization of imports during this period also portation of inputs.
contributed to the growth of imports as did the Finally, the import volume of final con-
rise of the share of gross fixed investinent in suiner goods rose at an average annual rate of
GNP, the increased degree of capacity utiliz- 4.6% between 1973 and 1978. With the de-
ation, and the accumulation of inventories. cline in clurable consumer goods, even more

To begin with, the share of gross fixed in- rapid increases are observed in the importation
v-stment in GNP increased from 19.8% in 1966 of non-durables. In the absence of detailed
to 23.2% in 1973 (Conjuntura Econômnica, July data, however, it is not possible to indicate
1977). At the same time, the impact of thein- which commodity groups participated in the
creased demand for capital goods on imports expansion.
was accentuated by the rise in the extent of
capacity utilization in the manufacturing sector.
Thus, as capacity utilization rates increased (c) Brazil after iize oil crisis: an evaluation 12
from 83% in 1968 to 90% in 1973, the growth
of the volume of capital goods irmports (22.0% After the quadrupling of oil prices and the
a year) exceeded that of the domestic pro- onset of the world recession, the Brazilian auth-
duction of capital goods (16.7% a year) (Malan orities made limited use of macro-economic
and Bonelli, 1977, p. 33). instruments for reducing domestic absorption

The rise in capacity utilization further led to (aggregate expenditure). And, while the cruz-
the increased importation of intermediate prod- eiro depreciated in terms of the prices of in-
ucts and consumer goods as domestic producers dustrial goods, the principal policy measures
could not fully satisfy demand in a variety of used for balance-of-payments purposes were
industries. At the same time, the importation import protection, export subsidization, and
of raw materials and intermediate products encouragement cf the inflow of foreign capital.
was boosted by the high rate of inventory Judging frowm the relatively high rates of
accumulation that rose from 2.5% of GNP in economic growth and improvements in the
1966 to 4.3% in 1973 (Conjuntura Econômica, trade balance after 1974, Brazil's policies may
October 1978). be considered to have been successful. Further

These influences were reversed during the analysis would have to consider, however, the
period following the oil crisis. To begin with, determinants of changes in Brazil's trade bal-
the share of gross fixed investment in GNP, ance, the implications of its rising indebtedness,
measured in current prices, declined from the uses to which foreign borrowing has been
23.2% in 1973 to 22.6% in 1978 (Conjuntura put, the impact of the measures applied on
Econômica, February 1979). Also, according inflation, and the effectiveness of the system
to estimates of the Vargas Foundation, the rate of incentives and project evaluation.
of capacity utilization fell from 90% in 1973 We have seen that Brazil's trade deficit in-
to an average of 84% in 1978. creased from nil in 1973 to $4.7 billion in
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1974. The quadrupling of oil prices was only for the economy', published in the Diario Com-
partly responsible for this result. Thus, at 1973 ercio & Industria between 9 and 17 February, it
import levels, the rise of oil prices represented is suggested that foreign borrowing has led to
an increase of $2.3 billion in Brazil's import excessively high indebtedniess in Brazil. Minister
bill in 1974. And while increases irn the prices Simonsen argues that this is not the case. In his
of other imports added a further $1.5 billion, view, if Brazil succeeds in eliminating its re-
this was more than offset by increases in export source gap, the rate of growth of exports and
prices totalling $1.6 billion. The remainder of GNP in terms of current dollars would exceed
the deterioration of Brazil's trade balance in that of interest payments on the external debt,
1974 can be found in increased imports at high estimated to rise by about 1 0% a year, thus
levels of capacity utilization; the import re- leading to a gradual decline in the ratio of debt
quirements of investments in intermediate service payments to exports 4 as well as in the
products undertaken according to First National ratio of total indebtedness to GNP (1 978).
Development Plan (1972-1975) and of invest- These projections are based on the presuníp-
ments by private firms initiated in previous tion that Brazil would maintain the 1 5% export
years; the effects of rapid economic expansion growth rate in terms of current dollars it exper-
on consumer goods imports, as well as inven- enced during the period 1973-1978 (IPEA/
tory building amounting to 7.4% of GNP in INPES, ;978). Maintaining past export trends
1974 that occurred in response to world-wide in current prices, however, implicitly assumes
shortages of some products; and uncertainty as the continuation of favourable developments in
regards government policies, in particular the export prices that rose at an average annual rate
setting of exchange rates. of 9% during the period, exceeding the rate of

The subsequent fall in the rate of capacity world inflation and more than matching the
-atilization, the decrease in the share of gross increase in import prices. However, according
fixed investment from 24.4% of GNP in 1974 to available projections the prices of Brazil's
to 22.3% in 1977, and the decumulation of major export products, coffee and soybean, will
inventories contributed significant]y to the 8% decline in real terms over the next decacie, arnd
decline in the volume of imports between 1974 higher petroleum prices will further contribute
and 1977. Brazil further benefited from im- to the deterioration of Brazil's terms of trade.
provements in its tzrms of trade during this Correspondingly, the growth of the volume of
period. While average import prices rose by exports would need to be stepped up in order
6% between 1974 and 1977, export prices to avoid an increase in Brazil's debt-service ratio.
increased 39%o. We will return to this question in Section 3.

Improvements in the terms of trade in part Assuming that appropriate measures are
explain the attainment of an approximate trade taken to avoid future increases in the debt-
balance in 1977 as compared to a deficit of service ratio, concerns expressed about Brazil's
$4.7 billion in 1974. Thus, at constant relative creditworthiness do not appear to be well-
prices, the trade deficit would have been $2.3 founded. In this connection, note that Brazil
billion in 1977. At the same time, the improve- has not encountered lenders' resistance despite
ment in the terms of trade was iargely due to larger than anticipated borrowing in 1978. This
the near-quadrupling of the price of coffee is reflected in the decrease of the spread over
and the 28% increase in the price of soybeans the LIBOR rate paid by Brazil to 1.5% from the
between 1974 and 1977.13 earlier 2.0%; in the lengthening of maturities on

The improvement in the terins of trade was new loans to an average of 1 2yr; and in the
not used to reduce Brazil's foreign indebted- decision taken by tlhe government to limit lhe
ness. Rather, as shown in Table 4, foreign debt exchange of the proceeds of foreign borrowing
increased by about $4 billion annually in both by private firms for cruzeiros.
1975 and 1976, and it rose by $6 billion in At the same time, in evaluating the policy of
1977. In turn, in 1978 coffee and soybean foreign borrowing, the question needs to be
prices declined by 30% and 6%, respectively, raised if the borrowe(l funds have been pro-
leading to a 10% fall in average export prices as ductively used in Brazil. To the extent that
compared to a 3% increase in the average prices borrowing abroad has added to the availability
of imports. Correspondingly, Brazil incurred a of investment funds without affecting their
deficit of $ 1.0 billion in its trade balance in sectoral allocation, this question can be
1978, despite the fact that increases in the vol- answered in the affirmative. The conclusion foi-
ume of exports (18%) exceeded that of imports lows since the marginal productivity of capital
(11%). in Brazil exceeds the real rate of interest on

In the IPEA/INPES report 'A new option foreign loans by a substantial margin.15 l-low-
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ever, it would appear that foreign borrowinlg the recipients. For another thing. the scope of
has contributed to the implementation of some credit preferences has increased, in part to pur-
large investments in infrastructure and in inter- sue particular objectives (e.g. import substi-
mediate products, which have raised questions tution in intermediate products) and in part to
of efficiency. 16  benefit otherwise disadvantaged sectors (e.g.

Furthermore, it cannot be assumed that the agriculture).
amounts borrowed would have been fully in- At the sarne time, the provision of credit
vested. Rather, part of this borrowing appears preferences has been subject to discretionarv
to have gone into consumption (private and decision-making that lias created uncert'ainty
public) that has increased its share in GNP be- and has given rise to divergences in incentive
tween 1973 and 1978. In the latter year, the rates among firms within the same industry.
combined share of consumption and inventory Discretionary decision-making in import licens-
accumulation was 80.4% of GNP. Assuming ing, investment approvals, fiscal subsidies
that iriventory accumulation amounted to 1.4% and price control, too, has added to these
of GNI' that had been its average proportion in divergences.
the second half of the 1960s, the share of con- The high dispersion of incentive rates, in
sumption in GNP can be estimated at 79.0% in turn, has interfered with efficient resource allo-
1978. By contrast, the share of consumption in cation by increasing variations in the domestic
GNP declined from 77.8% in 1966 to 74.6% in resource cost of saving and earning foreign ex-
1973. change. OIn ,ie export side, industries that pro-

Increases in private consumption were en- duce exports at a high cost by-and-large receive
couraged by the relatively expansionary policies higher subsidies. In 1975, fiscal and credit sub-
followed. As noted above, these policies also sidies to exports averaged 3.0% of the fob price
contributed to the acceleration of inflation in in cases where domestic resource cost (DRC)
1976. With a ratchet effect operating due to ratio was below 1.25; 28.0% in cases where the
widespread indexing, and rapid increases in DRC ratio was between 1.25 and 1.35; and
food prices, the rate of inflation has remained 33.8% in cases where the DRC ratio exceeded
about 40% a year since. 1 .35 (Savasini and Kume, 1978, p. 60).17

Another factor contributing to inflation has In turn, increases in tariff rates, the impo-
been the imposition of protective measures. sition of advance deposit requirements, the use
Bacha (1978, p. 36) cites a calculation made by of fiscal subsidies, the selective provision of
Munhoz (1978), according to which c 1st in- preferential credits, and the application of im-
creases brought about by import protection, port controls have increased the dispersion of
together with the freeing of interest rates, incenltives to import substitution and have
added 8.9 percentage points to the rate of in- raised their average levei to a considerable
flation in 1976. This conclusion is confirmed extent. As a result, incentives to import sub-
by Cline who has shown in an econometric stitution have increased substantially more
investigation that, along with changes in the than incentives to exports. Among industries
rate of growth of the money supply and in that oriented towards import substitution, capital
of import prices, increases in import protection goods and intermediate products offer special
have been a major factor contributing to the interest.
acceleration of inflation in Brazil (1978, pp. Incentives to domestic capital goods indus-
26--29). tries include import protection as well as pro-

The conclusions reached by Munhoz and duction subsidies. In 1977, tariffs averaged 46%
Cline indicate the futility of using protective on electrical and non-electrical machinery,
measures instead of a devaluation on the representing an increase of 7-20 percentage
grounds that the latter would have lhad in- points as coinpared to the situation existing
flationary effects. At the same time, substitut- before the oil crisis. In the same period, realized
ing the non-neutral measures of import protec- tariffs more than doubied, reaching 1 7 %/o in
tion and export subsidization for exchange rate 1977, as the scope of duty exemptions was
changes, which have neutral incentive effects, reduced (Tyler, 1 979, pp. 13-14) and machin-
has increased the dispersion of incentive rates ery imports have generally been exempt from
in Brazil. advance deposit requirements. The protection

Differences among economic activities with of the domestic machinery industry has in-
regard to credit preferences have further in- creased further as a result of the generalization
creased the dispersion of incentive rates. For of licensing on machinery imports è,1y private
one thing, the acceleration of inflation has firms and the import limitations imposed on
augmented the value of credit preferences to public firms.
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In turn, domestic machinery producers re- the same time, some of the new plants report-
ceive fiscal and credit subsidies. Fiscal subsidies edly produce at excessively high costs, reflect-
take the form of tax credits that are granted to ing to a large extent poor investment planning.
domestic sales on the same basis as to exports, Reference should also be irnade to the
whereas credit subsidies are provided through BEFIEX schemne for export promnotion under
low-interest loans and the incomplete inflation which 23% of manufactured exports was carried
adjustment of the amount borrowed. Tyler out in 1977. This schemne is costly for the Braz-
reports that in 1975 the subsidy equivalent of ilian economy as tlie increased protection of
tax credits and that of credit preferences, may domnestic markets permits the implicit subsidiz-
amount to as mu,:h as 20 and 29% (1979, pp. ation of exports, with the firmns charging higher
17, 27). prices on domestic sales while receiving input

Rates of protection and of fiscal and credit subsidies. The BEFIEX system thus permits
subsidies vary among producers, and the impo- exports to take place at high costs and allows
sition of protective measures as well as the for higli profits to exporting firms, iii large part
granting of subsidies are subject to discretion- multinationals. This last conclusion applies in
ary decision-making unde: a number of partly particular to automobile exports that accounted
overlapping programmes. Users of imported for two-thirds of exports under the BEFIEX
machinery may obtain duty and indirect tax schemne in 1977.
exemptions (reductio..s) and a waiver of the The last point leads to the question of the
advance deposit requirements from the Con- social profitability of foreign direct investment.
selho de Desenvolvimento Industrial, from the In the absence of price distortions, such invest-
Ministry of Industry and Comrnerce in the ment will be profitable to the host country as
framework of the BEFIEX programme, and loiig as there is profit taxation. This conclusion
from regional and sectoral developmeiit insti- dloes not necessarily follow, however, in the
tutions. Permnission for importation is granted presence of price distortions that create a wedge
by CACEX on the basis of an examination of between private and social profitability. In fact,
the existence of 'national siinilars' and with the with protection and export subsidization raising
aim of increasing the share of domestic machin- profits that are repatriated at the official ex-
ery in total purchases (the so-called nationaliz- chainge raLe, foreign direct investment in Brazil
ation index). Fiscal incentives to the domestic mnay lead to losses rather than to gains to the
producticn of particular types of machinery national econorny.18

and equi-pment are granted by thie Mi-inistry of We may conclude that the use of the 'non-
Finance whereas inteiest rate subsidies are neutral' measures of import protection and of
provided through FINAME and oc1,,r official production and export subsidies in lieu o~ a
financing programmes (Tyler, 1979, pp. 27-40). devaluatioii have led to inefficiencies in the

While in the capital goods industry domestic Brazilian economy by increasing the variability
production has been promoted via import pro- of the domestic resource cost of saving and
tection and production subsidies, in the case of earning foreign exchange to a considerable ex-
intermediate products the government itself tent. At the same time, oln the average, incen-
has promnoted, or undertaken, investments tives to import substitution have risen more
under the Second Plan. These investmnents have than incentives to exports after 1973.
not been subject to rigorous economic project The situation has been aggravated by wide-
appraisal but seern to have reflected the philos- spread controis that increasingly hamnstring
ophy of import substitution 'at any cost'. business firmns and discriminate against small

In the absence of cost data, one cannot pro- and medium-scale enterprises. Furthermore,
vide an economic evaluation of investments in controls and, to a large extent, incentives are
intermediate products. Nevertheless, available subject to discretionary decision-making; there
information on Brazil's resource endowments are a multiplicity of public agencies exercising
and conditions on the world market leads one controls and granting incentives that have in
to doubt the social profitability ot investments part overlapping responsibilities; and firms
in petrochemicals. Also, the decline in world make considerable efforts to obtain favours and
market prices has adversely affected the social to find loopholes in the regulations.
profitability of investment in fertilizers. At the same time, with 'implicit' exchang,

However, Brazil has comparative advantages rates in tlhe formn of import protection and ex-
in the production of pulp and paper, where port subsidies exceeding the official exchange
world market supplies have the tendency to rise rate at which profits are repatriated by a wide
at a lower rate than demand. Brazil may also be margin, foreign direct investmnent may be
capable of producing steel competitively. At socially unprofitable even if profits are taxed.
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Also, some of the investment in intermediate of inflation, and re.-'Xced efficiency. Several
products inay not be socially profitable (e.g. measures have been taken, or are contemplated
petroche1 oicals) while others involve excessive to be taken, to pursue these objectives. They
costs due to poor investment planning (e.g. will be reviewed in the following.
steel). On 24 January 1979, the National Monetary

Council adopted changes in the incentive sys-
tem, involving the abolition of fiscal subsidies

3,. REFORMING INCENTIVE POLICIES to exports, the elimination of advance deposit
requirements on imports, and compensating

(a) Objectives and instruinents devaluations in the form of accelerated 'mini-
devaluations'. These measures are scheduled

Economic policy in Brazil aims at a variety to be carried out over a 4-yr period, ending
of objectives. They include rapid economic on 30 June 1983. They represent the appli-
growth, creating employment, alleviating ex- cation of the 'gradualist' economic philosophy
treme poverty, improving the balance of pay- of the government that was earlier applied in
ments, and reducing the rate of inflation. The reducing rates of inflation (Simonsen, 1970).
policy-makers have a number of instruments at The replacement of fiscal subsidies to ex-
their disposal that may be utilized to pursue ports and of advanced deposits on imports by
these objectives, including monetary policy, tax the devaluation of the cruzeiro will simplify the
and expenditure policy, credit allocation, direct incentive sy,,tem and contribute to efficient
interventions in the affairs of public firms, con- resource allocation tlirough the equalization of
tractual relationships with private firms, import these incentives that have hitherto been pro-
controls, import tariffs and advance deposit re- vided at disparate rates. For one thing, fiscal
quirements, export subsidies, and exchange rate subsidies have varied to a considerable extent
adjustments. among exports; for another thing, a variety of

In the recent past, policy objectives have imports hiave been exemipt from advance
often come into conflict as the various instru- deposit obligations.
ments used to pursue a particular objective have In 1975, fiscal subsidies to exports varied
adversely affected other objectives. Examples from practically nil for coffee, sugar, soybeans
are the effects of expansionary monetary pol- and iron ore to 35-40%o on various textile
icies on the balance of payments and on in- products (Pastore, Savasini and Rosa, 1977, pp.
flation; the impact of protective measures on 31-32). In turn, advance deposits have not
inflation and on the profits of multinational been requíred on the following imports: the
companies; and the consequences of fore- imports of petroleum, wheat, fertilizers and
going a 'maxi-devaluation' for the profits of agricultural chemicals; the imports of machin-
multinational companies and the balance of ery financed from foreign loans; imports by
payments. firms receiving various fiscal incentives; the

This is not to underestimate the achieve- importation of inputs for export production
ments of the Brazilian economy in the period that enter under the drawback or the BEFIEX
following the oil crisis, with a high rate of schemes; and imports from the LAFTA area.
economic growth and the resulting employment The question arises how various economic
creation. However, a high rate of economic activities will be affected by the incentive re-
growth has been attained at the expense of in- form. The additional devaluation of approxi-
creased foreign indebtedness, rapid inflation, mately 4.5% a year, cumulating to 25% by
and economic inefficiencies. Apart from inef- 30 June 1983, equals the average rate of fiscal
ficient resource allocation in response to the subsidies to manufactured exports that were
often bewildering variety of incentives and 24.9% in 1975 (Pastore, Savasini and Rosa,
controls, the task of obtaining incentives and 1977). This will be a net gain, estimated at
coping with controls has diverted the efforts of 3-4%, however, as the receipt of a large frac-
firms from productive activities. These adverse tion of export subsidies has suffered a delay of
consequences, in turn, are potentially damaging 4-6 months.
for the long-run prospects of the economy. At the same time, the cost of imported in-

puts to the exporter will increase if these inputs
(b) The 1979 policy reforms have been exempted from advance deposit

obligations and decline if this has not been the
The new government has given priority to case. In 1975, 58% of manufactured exports

curbing the excesses of the economy that have benefited from drawbacks, and inputs imported
led to balance-of-payments deficits, a high rate under drawbacks amounted to one-fourth of
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these exports (Pastore, Savasini and Rosa, fertilizers) which have not been subject to im-
1977, pp. 37-41). These imports, inputs im- port deposit requirements or use inputs which
ported under the BEFIEX scheme, and ma- have been subject to such requirements.
chinery imported under the BEFIEX and other From data provided by Tyler (1979, p. 13)
schemes have been exempt from advance it appears that tariffs on manufactured goods
deposit obligations. averaged 44% in 1977, to which the tariff

All in ali, approximately three-fourths of equivalent of advance deposit requirements of
manufactured exports were not subject to 50% should be added. Eliminating advance de-
advance deposit obligations on their imported posit requirements and devaluing the currency
inputs in 1975. The average cost of these ex- by 25% will reduce the nominal protection of
ports will rise by 6% as a result of the additional import-competing goods, calculated at the exist-
devaluation tb . will raise the price of imported ing excharge rate, from 94 to 80% (the 44%
inputs, repiesenting one-fourth of export tariff applíed to the cif import price, raised by
value, by 25%. This increase will be offset in the 25% devaluation). In turn, in the hypo-
part by cost reductions for manufactured ex- thetical case where imported inputs accounted
ports whose imported inputs have been subject for one-fifth of production value and were
to advance deposit obligations. since a cost exempted from advance deposit requirements,
reduction of equal magnitude (the 50% cost of the cost of domnestic production of import
advance deposits less the 25% additional de- substitutes will increase by 1 0%.
valuation) on imported inputs applies to one- Putting numerical values on changes in net
fourth of export value. export subsidies and import protection helps

It appears then that, on the average, the net us to evaluate the effects of the incentive re-
effect of changes in the incentive systemn on form on resource allocation, the balance of
manufactured exports will be nil. In turn, the payments, and inflation. The resource allocative
exports of unprocessed primary products, effects will be favourable; apart from reduc.ng
which have received no or low fiscal subsidies differences in incentives due to differential
and have been subject to advance deposit re- rates of export subsidies and advance deposit
quirements on most of their inputs, will be requirements, the measures applied will lessen
favourably affected. The exports of processed discrimination in favour of import substitution
food, too, will derive a benefit, albeit to a lesser as against manufactured and, in particular, pri-
extent, inasmuch as they have received export mary exports. Tlle extension of the export
subsidies at rates lower than 25% and their im- credit system, introduced simultaneously, will
ported inputs have generally been subject to further reduce the extent of this bias.
advance deposits. A product with an export The net effects of the incentive system on
subsidy of 10% (the approximate average for the balance of payments are, however, uncer-
processed primary commodities), and with im- tain. Foreign exchange earnings will increase as
ported inputs accounting for 20% of export the exports and imports of prímary commodi-
value, will benefit from a 14% price increase ties and processed food will expand in response
and a 10% reduction in costs, for example. to higher prices in cruzeiros received at the

Initially, about one-third of imports were more favourable exchange rate. In turn, imports
subject to advance deposits. With the introduc- will rise as a result of the reduced protection of
tion of additional exeinptions, this share de- import-competing activities. Finally, the foreign
clined to 21% in 1977, and it has been in the exchange equivalent of the profits of multi-
22-24% range since. Calculating with an nationals will fall since these profits will be
interest rate of 50%, the average cost of advance repatriated at a higher exchange rate.
deposits on all imports is estimated at 11-12% In increasing the prices received by exporters
as compared to the 25% additional devaluation. of primary products and processed food and

Advance deposit obligations generally apply raising the cost of imported inputs that have
to imports competing with domestic pro- been exempted from advance deposit require-
duction while their imported inputs often re- ments, the incentive reform will contribute to
ceive exemptions. On the average, then the inflationary pressures and these effects will be
incentive reform will reduce the protection of offset only in part by lower import prices.
import substituting industries both by lowering However, inlprovements in the government
the price of competing imports and increasing budget, resuiting from the increased cruzeiro
the cost of imported inputs which they use. equivalent of tariffs on actual imports, the
The dispersion of import protection rates, too, duties levied on the increment of imports, and
will be lessened by increasing the protection of the excess of the budgetary cost of present sub-
commodities that compete with imports (e.g. sidies over the interest cost of advance deposits,
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will permit reduction of the rate of money trast, tariffs average 44% on manufactured
creation. goods, which are also often protected by imnport

In fact, the government reportedly plans to controis.
use the net increment in revenues to slow down Reducing the bias against exports would be
monetary expanision. It has further announced accomplished by lowering tariffs, tldc balance-
its intention to reduce the growth of fiscal ex- of-payment effects of which would be offset by
penditures, as well as expenditures by public an additional devaluation. ln the process, high
firms, in order to moderate inflation. Finally, tariffs should be reduced proportionately miiore,
measures have been taken to increase the cost so as to lessen inter-industry differences in tariff
of credit for the purchase of consumer durables. rates. It wouid be further necessary to liberalize

import controls and to limit the scope of credit
and fiscal incentives thiat represent additional

The measures taken, or contemplated to be elements of differential incentives.
taken, to reduce public spending and private It should be recognized that tariff reductions
expenditures oui consumer durables would ease would offset the inflationary effects of a de-
inflationary pressures and improve the balance valuation, since the rise in export prices would
of payments, both directly by reducing expen- be comnpensated by a decline in the prices of im-
ditures on imports and indirectly by creating ports. Also, the increase in the cruzeiro equiv-
excess capacity in the manufacturinlg sector alent of the foreign debt of export industries
that can be used in exporting. The balance of would be b.uianced by the rise in the cruzeiro
payments would improve further as a result of equivalent of their foreign excliange earnings.
increased exports, and reduced imports, of In turn, import-substituting activities may
foodstuffs following the drought years of 1977 receive credits to compensate for their higlier
and 1978. Also, some slight gains will be fortli- debt burdleni.
coming as price increases in anticipation of the While steps taken towards equalizing incen-
adverse effects of the June 1978 frost on tlie tives would improve efficieicy, it would furtlier
1980 crop are expected to raise somewhat the be desirable to replace discretionary decision-
1979 average export price of coffee over the making by the application of autoniatic rules.
1978 level. TIlis would reduce tixe risk of arbitrary actions

Brazil wíll, however, suffer the consequences and the cost to the private sector of coping
of higher petroleum prices; at present import with a bureaucratic system that increasingly
levels, the increase in prices by approximately hamnstrings business firms. In particular, one
one-half between 1978 and 1979 will add $2.0 would need to liberalize the system of invest-
billion to its import bill. And, even if petroleum ment approval by the Conselho de Desenvolvi-
prices do not increase further over the next 4 yr mento Industrial and by sectoral and regional
in real terms, the prices of coffee and soybeans d *velopment institutionis, imnport control by
are projected to decline in real terms during this CACEX, and price control by government
period. lt would thus appear that during the agencits, and to phase out the BEFIEX sclieie.
1979-1982 period when the incentive reform It would further be desirable to limit the scope
will be implemented, the cruzeiro would need of preferential credits that have created distor-
to depreciate more in real terms than presently tions in financial markets and have provided
envisaged in order to eliminate Brazil's resource subsidies to capital-intensive activities in agri-
gap. culture as well as in the manufacturing sector.

This conclusion is strengthened if we con- Greater equality and automnaticity in incen-
sider the need to reduce the bias against exports tives to the private sector would need to be
that is clearly manifest under the reform of the accompanied by improvecd decision-makillg in
incentive system. Following the abolition of the public sector. This would involve stricter
fiscal subsidies, only credit subsidies and the financial control of public agencies and public
BEFIEX scheme will be available to the ex- firsmis as well as a rigorous economic evalu-
porters of manufactured goods while a number ation of investment projects. As regards the
of primary exports are burdenecl by the lack of latter, calculations at world inarket prices are
full reimbursement of indirect taxes.19 By con- of particular importance.

NOTES

1. Traditional exports liave been defined to include 2. Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, India, Israel,
products tllat accounted for at least 2% of exports in Korea, Mexico, Singapore, Taiwan and Yugoslavia.
1953.
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3. In accordance withl UN practice, primary exports 10. The figures for the develop,ng countries pertain to
were defined to include, and manulfactured exports to their exports to the industrial countries alone. Little
exclude, processed food and non-ferrous metals. Pri- difference has been shown, however, between the
mary commodities that accounted for at least 2% of growth of these exports and that of manufactured
the total exports of a particular country in 1953 wvero exports to all destinations in the past.
considered traditional export products.

11. On tlhe question of inventory accumulation, see
4. In referring to the periods 1968-1974 and 1968- also p. 35.

1973, respectively, Bacha and Malan-Bonelli takc thc
relatively slow growth year of 1967 as a basis. In tlhe 12. Unless otherwisc note, ali figures originate in
present paper, 1966 is used as the base year. Tlhis Conjtuntura EcoitÔnôica.
choice has entailed lowering average measured growth 13. Excluding coffeo and soybeans, average export
iates for the period considered as the policy changes prices rose by 12% between 1973 and 1977 in Brazil.
made were in large part in effect in 1967.

14. While Simonsen suggests deducting excess reserves
5. The expenditure data include tlie fderal govern- frorn debt service obligatioins in calculating the ratio to

ment only. According to one o:stimate, thle co;.mbined exports, thoc above considerations apply to both ratios.
deficit of the public sector, including state and local e
governments and public enterprises as well, reached 15. While the estimates are subject to considerable
6% of GNP in 1976. Note finally that the rate of error, a'ocording to various calculations the marginal
inflation was underestimated in 1973. productivity of capital is about 15% in Brazil (Langoni,

1970; Bacha, 1977). In turn, the real rate of interest
6. Other contributirg factors wcre the poor agricul- Brazii pays on a net basis is about 4% if adjustment is

tural harvest and incrcased protection; on tlhe latter ilade for tlUe interest differential on borrowed funds
point, seu text. and on forcign cxchange reserves.

7. This rate, as well as ali otlher growtl ratos, lhave 16. IF,sucs related to investtlments in intermediate
been calculated by regressing annual data on time. products will be considered in Section 3.

8. The resource gap is defined as the current account 17. The benchlmiark for thc l)RC ratios is the ratio of
balance less payments for factor services. the shadow exchange rate to the actual exchange ratc,

which the authlors considered to be in tlle rangc of
9. A different conclusion is reached by Bacha, who 1.25 and 1.35.

has recalculated export and import price indices using
1975-1976 weights as against the 1970 weights em- 18. The exchange rate at whichl capital originally was
ployed in the official statistics. According to Bacha, imported does not affect this conclusioni; it will be
the official indices underestimate increases in import relevant only for thc repatriation of capital,
prices and, rather than the improvement in thc teris
of trade shown in official statistics, Brazil's terms of 19. ln 1975, thle subsidy equivalent of credit prefer-
trade deteriorated by 1.2% between 1973 and 1977 ences was cstimated to average 2.6'ó, and the net
(1978, Table 5). It would seem more appropriate, burden of indirect taxes 3.1%, of the fob value of total
however, to use 1970 weights as the import pro- exports other tliani coffee (Pastore, Savasini and Rosa,
portions observed in 1975-1976 had already been 1977, pp. 31 32). No estimate is availablc on the
affected by the quadrupling of oil prices. subsidy clemoient of the U131?FEX system.
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